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Two schools of thought

1. trade sanctions as enforcement mechanism 
for climate “clubs”  
– discourage free riding on the climate 

contributions of others; 

2. border carbon adjustment (BCA) as a 
means to ensure domestic consumers face 
consistent pricing for embodied carbon
– discourage offshoring of emissions-intensive 

production by implementing destination-
based carbon pricing



Climate clubs

 For public good problems like climate change, 
free-rider incentives are difficult to overcome 
– Stable coalitions either exhibit weak ambition or 

require credible threats against defection. 

 Nordhaus (2015) considers across-the-board 
tariffs on imports from nonparticipants as an 
enforcement mechanism for “climate clubs”
– a $50 carbon price can be sustained with ~5% tariff

– More effective than BCA ( “carbon duties”)



Tariffs as enforcement mechanism 
in environmental agreements

 Montreal Protocol: ban on trade in controlled 
substances viewed as critical to success 
– (Barrett 2003)

 UNFCCC / Paris Agreement do not employ trade 
restrictions 
– nationally determined contributions remain voluntary, 

– common but differentiated responsibilities (CBDR) 
must be respected

– legally binding obligations are in the processes 
outlined by the treaty, not the outcomes or NDC 
commitments themselves



Reviews of BCA literature

https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/10.1093/reep/rey020

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41558-021-01250-z.pdf



Views on BCA

 BCA measures can be designed in WTO-compatible way
– Applying same carbon price and treatment to imported goods as 

domestically produced ones

 Policy “leverage” as a motive not consistent with CBDR or 
WTO
– May be difficult to use trade sanctions for not meeting club 

standards like a carbon price

– Invites retaliation

 WTO-compatible BCA incentives too weak for most 
countries to adopt economywide measures—but maybe for 
key sectors?
– energy-intensive and trade-exposed (EITE) goods
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Bubble size shows value of pricing initiative:

WORLD

National and Regional Carbon Pricing 
Schemes

Sources: WBG (2022), IMF staff calculations, government websites.
Notes: Prices are emissions weighted averages between schemes at national, sub-national and, if applicable, EU level. Value of pricing is the carbon price times emissions covered divided by GDP

ETS under consideration:
 Malaysia
 Vietnam
 Thailand

 Philippines

Carbon tax under 
consideration:

 Botswana
 Senegal


